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Sustainability transition scenarios for Green Karst

SLOVENIA

The task was to research and develop strategies for sustainable transition for the Green Karst region (municipalities Postojna, Pivka, Cerknica, Ilirska Bistrica, Bloke, Loška dolina). The
region is one of the most preserved natural areas in Slovenia,
which will in the future have to deal mainly with water shortage,
increased pressure of tourism and infrastructure development.
The national and regional strategies and plans include (potentially conflicting) objectives: improving connections of green infrastructure (migration of big mammals), development of (sustainable) tourism, building new highway and transit gas pipeline,
enlargement of existing military area, building facilities for renewable energy (wind turbines),...
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GLOBAL 2035/2050 1 - Population Will Continue to Grow
(+ 8% = 4000 residentials)
GLOBAL 2035/2050 2 - Population Will Grow Older
GLOBAL 2035/2050 3 - Pop. Will Concentrate in Urban Areas
(Urban: 55% + 14% = 69%, Rural: 45% - 14% = 31%)
GLOBAL 2035/2050 4 - The Global Economy Will Double, Fastest in Emerging Markets
GLOBAL 2035/2050 6 - Transportation Will Be More Automated
GLOBAL 2035/2050 8 - Global Temperature Will Rise, Climate
Var. Will Increase (ann. avg. temperature: + 1,5 °C = 11,8 °C)
GLOBAL 2035/2050 10 - Freshwater Scarcity Will Increase
(winter month avg. precipitation: 114 mm + 5 % = 119,7 mm,
summer month avg. precipitation: 131 mm - 5 % = 124,5 mm)
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AGR 5 - Agritourism
TRA 2 - High Speed Rail
ENE 2 - Liam F1® Urban Wind Turbines
LOCAL WAT 1 - Wastewater Treatment Plants
LOCAL WAT 2 - Water Reservoirs
LOCAL ENE 1 - Photovoltaic Panels
LOCAL ENE 2 - Remote Heating with Wood Biomass
LOCAL ENE 3 – Wind Turbines

Location
Early Adopter Scenario proposes new housing and public services close to the developing areas in Postojna, Ilirska Bistrica,
Cerknica and Pivka. Population increase will also require more
freshwater supply, therefore two new water accumulations are
planned. Agriculture production will improve local food self-sufficiency through a combination of greenhouses and expansion
of intensive farming land. The existing railway connection between Postojna and Ilirska Bistrica will be improved and there
will be a new international railway corridor connecting Vienna
and Trieste, along the existing highway. To ensure wildlife migration, corridors connecting natural areas are either preserved
or reestablished, especially underneath the existing and proposed highway. With improved transportation connections, we
assume that the industry will develop close to Razdrto, Pivka
and Cerknica. The wind turbines will be on the ridge of Snežnik,
where the wind potential is sufficient, which is also beneficial for
the urban wind turbines placed on industries in 2035 and will
also spread on rooftops until 2050. New tourist accommodations, walking and cycling paths were planned in the proximity
of the natural and cultural amenities. The military zone is combined in one big area, covered with a specific regime in all scenarios.

Existing 2020

Early Adopter 2035

Early Adopter 2050
The Late Adopter Scenario is based on the proposition that this
area starts adopting innovations in the year 2035. Therefore
chosen solutions are radical, based on the extreme need for
change. A hospital expansion and a small clinic in a remote part
of the region will be built to improve public servic quality. Water
supply managment is planned through one new water reservoir
and multiple new water cleaning plants. In agriculture, abandoned agricultural land will be re-cultivated and, due to climate
change, growth of new types of crops will be possible. A new
area for greenhouses and orchards is planned to increase local food production. A newly built highway will connect north to
south and enable faster travel times and improve connectivity.
There are exisiting problems in wildlife control, so in green infrastructure a wildlife underpass will be added and stepping stone
environments will be set up. The existing industrial areas will be
enlarged to accommodate cultured meat and wood processing
facilities. The biggest changes will happen in the energy sector,
where new distributed heating systemes will be put in place and
policy for building wind turbines is included. Small wind turbines
will be placed on industrial buildings. Touristic growth mostly
happens around Cerknica where a new walking path and tourist
accomodations are planned. Military activity wiil adjust to ensure
underground water protection.

Location Photos

Non and Late Adopter 2035

Late Adopter 2050
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Based on the continuation of existing trends, the population will
grow and densify in Postojna, where the policy for new housing
is placed. The population is getting older, so there is a need for
new healthcare establishments, especially in Postojna. Wastewater treatment plants are installed in all villages with more than
fifty residents, as directed by environmental legislation. Local
food production will grow, because of the desire for self-sufficiency. This will be accomplished by growing crops mostly in
intensive farming (orchards) and partly in greenhouses. The
existing road, which is old and in need of improvements, will
be reconstructed until 2050. The existing protection area of Notranski regijski park will remain protected. An industrial zone in
Razdrto will enlarge due to existing plans and new road connections. Distributed heating systems will not be installed, locals will
continue to use individual non-adapted systems. Tourism will
continue to expand predominantly near Postojna cave and intermittent lakes. Cerkniško and Pivško lakes will be surrounded by
new walking and cycling paths (some already exist). The military
zone will slightly expand, but the location and purpose of the
area won’t change.

Non Adopter 2050
How do Scenarios address Sustainable
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The chart indicates Early Adopter Scenario responds better
to the Sustainable Development Goals, whereas Non Adopter
does not introduce any changes in the way of life, such as renewable energy sources, sustainable agritourism, etc. Therefore
the Non Adopter Scenario cannot compete with the Early Adopter, which starts responding to the global issues already in 2020
and reduces the damage of spontaneous development. By enlarging the natural protection over the bulk of the area, incorporating photovoltaic panels on rooftops and wind energy turbines
on the mountain reef, they protect nature as well as enable region’s development. Late Adopters do business as usual until
2035. After that, the scenario needs to introduce radical changes to catch up with the Early Adopters’ way of thinking. Trying
to implement all the changes Early Adopters made, they cannot
complete all the projects they set up until 2050.
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The Negotiated design is an optimal combination of all three
scenarios where the main emphasis was to achieve a balance
between necessity and feasibility of projects. Two reservoirs for
drinking water will be built. Due to population increase, towns
will expand, therefore new schools and healthcare facilities
are planned. Agriculture is mainly intensive; greenhouses are
planned to increase local self-sufficiency. The transportation
system needs to be upgraded with a highway and a railway,
which connects this region from north to south and further on to
Ljubljana. A green infrastructure policy provides a natural habitat
for wildlife. Green corridors are neeed to be establish connectivity and migrations of animals. Industrial areas are enlarged in
places that are close to the woods or highway. Most of the manufacturing processes are of secondary industries. Due to sufficient wind potential, wind turbines are feasible on the south-east
part of the region near Snežnik. Because of efficiency reasons
and forestry potential, a distributed heating system will be developed throughout the region. Tourism is developing because of
karstic caves and intermittent lakes, mostly around settlements
Postojna and Cerknica. In response to increased popularity new
accommodations and a programs are placed in a way that will
not negatively affect nature. A large area is designated for military activities, large part of it is transient, whereas some of the
area is closed.
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